Broadband Forum Liaison To:
Industry-wide (refer to end)

From:
Lincoln Lavoie
Broadband Forum Technical Committee Chair <lylavoie@iol.unh.edu>

Liaison Communicated By:
Robin Mersh <rmersh@broadband-forum.org>

Date: December 5, 2019

Subject: Broadband Forum adopts open structure

Dear colleagues,

You’ve probably noticed that over the last few years, Broadband Forum has been engaged in a significant transformation. Beginning in mid-2016 when we committed to embracing both the best of open source and standards development, the entire organization has been evolving both its methodology and its deliverables. Our goal is to deliver significantly faster time-to-market and an enhanced Dev/Ops approach by initiating new agile methods for rapid delivery of innovative software and standards. Many projects have now been successfully delivered using this approach – including several that have leveraged Open Source licensing.

On October 14, 2019, Broadband Forum took the final step to become ‘open’, adopting new Bylaws, which resulted in the Forum considering all its activities to be ‘open’ for the purposes of the U.S. Export Administration Regulations (more information on this change can be found at https://www.broadband-forum.org/about-bbf/legal). The new Bylaws eliminate any restrictions on sharing Forum documentation and allow for anyone with interest to have access to Forum deliberations and documents if they apply for it.

The impact of these changes for our liaison partners is that any communications you send will now be transparent to anyone that wants access.

We look forward to our continued relationship and to the next chapter in the story of Open Standards and Open Source. If you have any questions please feel free to contact Robin Mersh (rmersh@broadband-forum.org).

Sincerely,

Lincoln Lavoie,
Broadband Forum Technical Committee Chair
CC:
Liaisons at BBF <liaisons@broadband-forum.org>
Lincoln Lavoie, Broadband Forum Technical Committee Chair <lylavoie@iol.unh.edu>
Robin Mersh, Broadband Forum CEO <rmersh@broadband-forum.org>
April Nowicki, Broadband Forum Member Support Manager <anowicki@broadband-forum.org>
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Date of Upcoming Broadband Forum Meetings: See https://www.broadband-forum.org/category_meetings_and_events/upcoming-meetings

Attachments: none

Broadband Forum Liaison To:

3GPP, Susanna Kooistra, Liaison Coordinator <susanna.kooistra@3gpp.org>, <3GPPLiaison@etsi.org>
3GPP2, Victoria Mitchell, 3GPP2 Director <vmitchell@tiaonline.org>

Alliance for Internet of Things Innovation (AIOTI), Georgios Karagiannis, BBF Liaison Contact <georgios.karagiannis@huawei.com>

Alliance for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS), Drew Greco, Coordinator - Global Standards Development <dgreco@atis.org>

CCSA, Thomas Li, <thomas.lili@huawei.com>

Consumer Electronics Association (CEA), Leslie King, Sr. Manager, Technology & Standards <lking@ce.org>, <standards@CE.org>

Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF), John Leung, Vice-Chair of the Board and VP of Alliances, <john.leung@intel.com>, <vpalliances@dmtf.org>, <bbf-alliance@dmtf.org>

Digital Video Broadcasting project (DVB), Muriel Deschanel, TM-IPI Chairman <muriel.deschanel@dvb.org>; Dr. Peter Siebert, Head of DVB Project Office <siebert@dvb.org>

European Commission Joint Research Center (EU JRC), Paolo Bertoldi <paolo.bertoldi@ec.europa.eu>

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI), ETSI External Relations <chantal.bonardi@etsi.org>, <M2Msupport@etsi.org>

Full Service Access Network (FSAN), Junichi Kani, OAN Working Group Chair <kani.junichi@fsan.org>; Wang Bo, Operation and Engineering Task Group Co-Chair <wang.bo@fsan.org>; Jiang Ming, Operation and Engineering Task Group Co-Chair <jiang.ming@fsan.org>; Peter Dawes, Next Generation PON Task Group Chair <peter.dawes@fsan.org>

GigaWire Alliance, Marcos Martinez Vazquez <mmartinez@maxlinear.com>

Groupe Speciale Mobile Association (GSMA) <GSMALiaisons@gsma.com>
Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA), Jongbong PARK, Director <jongbong@tta.or.kr>, <skkim@tta.or.kr>

Telecommunication Technology Committee (TTC), Yoichi MAEDA, CEO & SVP, <yoichi.maeda@ntt-at.co.jp>, Nobuo FUJII <nobuo.fujii@ntt-at.co.jp>

Telemanagement Forum (TMF), Ken Dilbeck, TM Forum Liaison Director <kdilbeck@tmforum.org>; Jesse Jewitt, Management Team <jjewitt@ciena.com>

Wi-Fi Alliance, Dr. Stephen Palm, Technical Advisor <palm@broadcom.com>; Andrew Myles, Liaison Coordinator <andrew.myles@cisco.com>

WiMAX Forum <info@WiMAXForum.org>

Wireless Broadband Alliance, Tiago Rodrigues, CEO <tiago@wballiance.com>

Zigbee Alliance, Victor Berrios, VP Technology <vberrios@zigbee.org>; Tobin Richardson, Director of Smart Energy <trichardson@zigbee.org>